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Nothing Gold Can Stay Poem Summary and Analysis | LitCharts
It was published in a collection called New Hampshire the same year, which would later win the Pulitzer Prize. Frost is well-known Nothing Gold
Can Stay using depictions of rural life to explore wider social and philosophical themes.

Select any word below to get its definition in the context Nothing Gold Can Stay the poem. The words are listed in the order in which they appear
in the poem. A Reading by the Poet — Listen to Frost performing his poem live. More Poems by the Author — A selection of poems Nothing
Gold Can Stay Frost, plus a more detailed biography of the poet. Video Biography — A short video biography summarising the poet's life and



career highlights.

Acquainted with the Night. After Nothing Gold Can Stay. Fire and Ice. Mending Wall. Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening. The Road Not
Taken. Teachers and parents! Struggling with distance learning? Our Teacher Editions can help. LitCharts Teacher Editions. Teach your students
to analyze literature like LitCharts does.

Detailed explanations, analysis, and citation info for every important quote on LitCharts. The original text plus a side-by-side modern translation of
every Shakespeare play. Sign Up.

Already have an account? Sign in. From the creators of SparkNotes, something better. Sign In Sign Up. Literature Poetry Lit Terms Shakescleare.
Download this LitChart! Question about this poem? Ask us. Cite This Page. Lines It gathers to a greatness, like the ooze of oil Crushed. Home
About Story Contact Help. LitCharts uses cookies to personalize our services. By using our site, you acknowledge that you have read and
understand our Cookie PolicyPrivacy Policyand Terms of Service.

Analysis of Poem "Nothing Gold Can Stay" by Robert Frost - Owlcation - Education
Zhou Ying is sold to the powerful Shen family by her foster father, yet successfully escapes her childish and bratty master Shen Xingyi by sneaking
into merchant Wu Pin's palanquin. After a failed business collaboration that resulted in Shen Yuesheng's Xingyi's older brother death, the Shen
family suspects that Wu Pin was the culprit behind Yuesheng's death. Xingyi then injures Wu Pin by using a club to hit his forehead multiple times,
causing Wu Pin to fall into a coma.

After the bride-to-be's father has a last-minute change of heart, Zhou Ying is married to Wu Pin in an effort to dispel bad luck. Miraculously, Wu
Pin wakes up on the same night, and the couple share a happy few months together. Wu Weiwen, the patriarch of the family also agrees to
educate her in the matters of commerce after witnessing her remarkable business acumen. Unfortunately, Wu Pin is poisoned to death after getting
too close to the truth of the failed business collaboration, and Wu Weiwen's imprisonment and death a couple of months later leaves the entire
household in disarray.

Zhou Ying is determined to turn around their fortune by investing in a cloth factory in Shaanxi. She gains the trust of the Nothing Gold Can Stay
family and starts from scratch. Meanwhile, Shen Xingyi has also decided to turn over a new leaf, and starts anew in Shanghai. Shen Xingyi's love
for Zhou Ying is initially unrequited, though she eventually acknowledges that she has developed romantic feelings for him.

However, romantic affections become of little importance in the face of political upheaval and personal revenge — Shen Xingyi joins the anti-Qing
reformist movement and plots to kill the Empress Dowager Cixi while Zhou Ying avenges Wu Pin and her father-in-law's deaths by taking Shen
Sihai and Du Mingli head on. After much struggle, Zhou Ying ultimately establishes a business empire, and also lends Empress Dowager Cixi a
helping hand when she escapes Nothing Gold Can Stay Jingyang.

The show was commercially successful, and dominated the television ratings throughout its run. Initially Nothing Gold Can Stay generated much
positive reviews and discussion on micro-blog site Weibo and popular review site Douban. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Nothing Gold
Can Stay Drama poster. One of the two pillars of the Jingyang business enterprise. He is a puppet of Du Mingli. He is a capable and upright
businessman who saw the potential in Zhou Ying, and defies all odds to groom her into a talented businesswoman.

Being the only surviving member of the eastern courtyard, Nothing Gold Can Stay later treats Zhou Ying as Nothing Gold Can Stay biological
daughter after Zhou Ying helps the family Nothing Gold Can Stay thick and thin. He partners with Zhou Ying and helps her revive the family
business. He is seen as a rival to Wu Pin, but only wants to focus on his studies and become a scholar. He later joins the Nothing Gold Can Stay
Days' Reform.

Despite her status quo, she craves freedom and equality in her heart. A greedy and despicable woman who receives due comeuppance for her
crimes. A talented young man who leaves the Wu family after his parents' deaths. A strong believer of feng shui. Initially thinking that Zhou Ying's
appearance is a bad omen, he later respects her for her integrity and talent in business. She is proud and sharp-tongued, and later helps Zhou Ying
in her business ventures. Han Sanchun's wife.

Qianhong's husband. He has an unrequited love for Zhou Ying, yet is willing to become her capable assistant and assist her in reviving the Wu
family business. Sina in Chinese. September 13, August 23, Retrieved Douban in Chinese. Sohu in Chinese. Tencent in Nothing Gold Can Stay.
October 29, Weibo in Chinese. Macau International Television Festival. December 11, April 3, Archived from the original on May 12, Retrieved
April 3, People's Daily in Chinese.

May 24, Xinhua News Agency in Chinese. October 9, Dragon Television Dramas. A Little Reunion. Nothing But Thirty. Jiangsu Television
Dramas.

Novoland: The Castle in the Sky. Categories : Dragon Television original programming Jiangsu Television original programming Chinese historical
television Nothing Gold Can Stay Chinese television series debuts Television series set in the Qing dynasty Monarchy in fiction Cultural depictions
of Empress Dowager Cixi. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file.

Download as PDF Printable version. Drama poster. Historical fiction Business Romance. Walking in the Midst of Moonlight by Tan Weiwei. Chen
Chusheng.

Outstanding Actress. Best Television Series. Best Actress. God of Lost Fantasy.



Nothing Gold Can Stay analysis - Literary devices and Poetic devices
Nature's first green is gold, Her hardest hue to hold. Her early leaf's a flower; But only so an hour. Then leaf subsides to leaf. So Eden sank to
grief, So dawn goes down to day. Nothing gold can stay. It was later published in the collection New Hampshire[1] which earned Frost the
Pulitzer Prize for Poetry. The poem lapsed into public domain in Alfred R. Ferguson Nothing Gold Can Stay of the poem, "Perhaps no single
poem more fully embodies the ambiguous balance between paradisiac good and the paradoxically more fruitful human good than 'Nothing Gold
Can Stay,' a poem in which the metaphors of Eden and the Fall cohere with the idea of felix culpa.

John A. Rea wrote about the poem's " alliterative symmetry", citing as examples the Nothing Gold Can Stay line's "hardest — hue — hold" and the
seventh's "dawn — down — day"; he also points out how the "stressed vowel nuclei also contribute strongly to the structure of the poem" since the
back round diphthongs bind the lines of the poem's first quatrain together while the front rising diphthongs do the same for the last four lines.
InWilliam H.

Pritchard called the poem's "perfectly limpid, toneless assertion" an example of Frost demonstrating how "his excellence extended also to the
shortest of figures", and fitting Frost's Nothing Gold Can Stay definition of poetry as a momentary stay against confusion.

InGeorge F. Bagby wrote the Nothing Gold Can Stay "projects a fairly comprehensive vision of experience" in a typical but "extraordinarily
compressed" example of synecdoche that "moves from a detail of vegetable growth to the history of human failure and suffering.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Poem by Robert Frost. Nothing Gold Can Stay. Stanford's Copyright Renewal Database. Stanford
University. Retrieved Englewood Review of Books. Retrieved 26 November University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Deusner Robert Frost.
A Masque of Reason. Categories : Poem stubs poems Poetry by Robert Frost Works originally published in American magazines Works originally
published in literary magazines.

Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Articles that link to Wikisource All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from May All stub articles. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. This article Nothing Gold Can Stay to a poem is a stub.
You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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